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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let 52 c R”, n > 2, be a bounded domain with smooth boundary r= &2. 
In this note we study scalar quasilinear parabolic differential equations 
u, = div,Y(g( IVul’) VU) +f(u) = 0, (1) 
u,-A,u+f(u)=O (2) 
and systems 
u, - DA,u + f(u) = 0 (3) 
on Q x (0, co), with initial conditions u( ., 0) = u0 resp. u( ., 0) = u0 and 
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 
u,i-X(O,CO)‘O for (1) and (2) resp. (4) 
u1r.x (0.00) =0 for (3). (5) 
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Here d, is the n-dimensional Laplacian, g: 58 + R in ( 1 ), II is R “-valued in 
(3),f: R -+ R, f: [WY -+ R” in (3), and D is a positive N x N-diagonal matrix. 
The functionsf; g, and f are assumed to be continuously differentiable. 
We are interested in conditions for a, g,f, and f such that growth or 
decay estimates of the form 
can be shown for arbitrary solutions of these equations, given 1 < p < co. 
where 11. lip is the usual LP-norm or a suitable equivalent norm. We give a 
priori estimates for classical solutions of these equations; for semilinear 
equations and systems, these estimates will imply existence and uniqueness 
of such solutions, using fixed point arguments and the standard solution 
theory for linear parabolic equations (see [ 13]), possibly after imposing 
additional growth conditions on the nonlinearity in the system case. For 
quasilinear equations, the appropriate existence arguments are collected in 
an appendix. 
The usual notation for Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces is employed. The 
letters C, Co are used to denote generic constants that may change from 
line to line; other (explicit) constants are defined as needed. We abbreviate 
lR+=(O,co), Q.=Dx[O,T], and T,=Tx[O,T] for O<T<m and 
denote by v, E S”- ’ the outer normal vector at x E lY Integrals over 
volumes Sz or surfaces r will be written as jn f(x) dx resp. jrf(x) dx, and 
in proofs the argument x and the suffix dx will be omitted, where no 
confusion can arise. 
For the linear problem corresponding to (2) (with f = 0), conditions 
were given in [9] that imply (6) for various norms II . lip, essentially by 
employing these norms as Lyapunov functionals that decrease or grow in 
an exponential way along any solution. As was noted in [12], the results 
given there remain valid (with the same growth or decay rates) if it is 
assumed that f(0) = 0 and that f( .) is nondecreasing, and a uniform lower 
bound on the derivative off implies that estimates of the same form hold 
with suitably changed rates. 
In this note, several additional effects are exhibited, namely: 
Corresponding results for quasilinear equations (l), together with 
results on ultimate uniform boundedness of solutions, 
local exponential stability of the zero solution of (2), if f’ is not 
necessarily uniformly bounded from below, 
an estimate of the form (6), which we can only establish for a finite 
range of p-values in the system case, depending on the condition number 
max d,/min dj of the diffusion matrix D. 
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Relation (6) together with the semigroup property for solutions of (1) 
(2), (3) is equivalent to a linear differential inequality for the W’yP-norm 
along solutions. This inequality will in general not give the optimal 
asymptotic decay rate. Arguments that are similar to the ones used here 
were also employed in [3,4,7]. For solutions of general quasilinear 
parabolic equations, local stability of stationary solutions with an optimal 
decay rate in C’(B) was shown in [21], using the maximum principle. 
Related results on parabolic systems have been derived by several 
authors. Cosner [6] and Alikakos [2] derived W2’P-estimates for 
gradient-like systems; notice that our nonlinearities f(u) need not be of 
potential type. Chueh, et al. [S] as well as Gardner [lo] assume certain 
invariance conditions on f which we replace by conditions that can be 
checked more easily. In [l], it was shown that LP-norms of the solution 
can only be used as Lyapunov functionals if p does not exceed a certain 
quantity p that depends on the condition number y of the diffusion matrix 
D. In Section 2.3 we shall require the same bound on p. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
2.1. Scalar Quasilinear Equations 
Here, we consider Eq. (1). We assume throughout that 1 < p < CO. Let 
H(x) denote the mean curvature of f with respect to -v, at x E P, i.e., 
H(x) is nonnegative on r; if 52 is convex. We assume that for some 
constants K > - $, /i < cc and for all s E [w + 
Kg(S) d s&(s) < &(s) (7) 
and that g(0) = 1. Then g will be strictly positive on lR+, since 
s+cK . g(s) will be nondecreasing. Note that due to g(0) = 1, K will be 
nonpositive. Define 
c(p) := 4 min 
i 
(p- I)(1 +2x) (p- 1)(1+2/1) 
(p+2K)2 ’ (p+2A)2 ’ 
(p+2A) (P + 2u) 
(~+2/1)~+4’(~+2~)~+4 (8) 
A,:=inf 
1 
c(p)J IVwl’dx+/ (n-l)H~~dxI WEW~.~(SZ),J w2=1 
1 
. 
R I- R 
Thus 2,/c(p) is the principal eigenvalue of the Laplacian on Q with the 
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boundary condition c(p) i,.u + (n- 1) Hu = 0 on I-. If \t’/, denotes the 
corresponding eigenfunction, then it was shown in [9] that 
Examples in [9] show also that i., need not be positive for any p; however, 
AP > 0 for all p, iff H 3 0 on r (i.e., if .Q is “H-convex”). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that ,f(O) = 0 and that f’(0) 3 cx ,for all u E R. 
(a) Let (7) hold. If jti,, 20, then for any solution u of(l), (4) 
IIW ‘, t)ll LP d e a’ IlVU”ll ,.P. (9) 
(b) Assume that H 2 0 on r and that (7) is replaced by the condition 
- f < s. g’(s)/g(s) < A for all s > 0. Then .for an)% solution u of (1 ), (4) 
IIW ., t)ll Lp < epBr lIV~oll ,se, (10) 
where fi=sr, !f cc<O; /l=cr+d(g, p,u,,sZ)>cc, zfcc30. 
(c) Let (7) hold. Then for any p > 2 there exists a norm 11. II,,,*, 
equivalent to 11 ‘11 U, such that for any solution u of (1 ), (4) 
IIW., t)ll,.* Gepp’ llV~oIl,,* (11) 
with B=cc, ifcc<O, /l=cr+6(g,p,u,,Q)>cc, ifa>O; and IIVuii,,,. can be 
defined as lIVuil,,,.= llull,+C. IIVull,,, with ?>O. 
Note that the condition K > - i and the condition in part (b) both imply 
that the second-order operator appearing in (1) is elliptic. More specifi- 
cally, the operator defined by 
u--t g(lVu12)P’ .div.(g(Vul’)Vu) 
will be uniformly elliptic with ellipticity constants that do not depend on 
u if and only if (7) holds with K > - 4. In the appendix below an existence 
proof for solutions of (1) will be given that covers all cases of the theorem; 
case (b) includes the minima1 surface operator, where g(s) = l/fi. For 
this case, the geometric restriction that H be nonnegative is necessary in 
order to obtain solutions with bounded gradients (see [19, 11, 83). 
However, in general domains, smooth solutions can still be found under 
slightly weaker assumptions than K > - 4, by using more sophisticated 
comparison techniques (see [21] for a concise exposition). In these cases, 
the statement of part (c) will still be true. 
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We also point out that decay estimates of the LP-norm of Vu are only 
asserted for p > 1. On the other hand, in the case CI > 0 it is not hard to 
obtain also uniform estimates for Vu in L’(Q) (without decay); see, e.g., 
[ll], where a priori estimates in 81/(Q) are given for the case of an 
evolutionary equation of prescribed mean curvature. In the general case of 
Eq. (l), it is sufficient to note that the functional Jn G( IVu1’) dx with 
G’ = g does not increase along solutions, iff’ >, 0; this functional dominates 
the L’(Q)-norm of Vu. 
Finally, for CY 30, the optimal decay in a neighborhood of the zero 
solution should be like e ~ (Lo + “’ where A0 is the principal eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian, and this decay has ‘indeed been shown to hold in [21]. By 
contrast, the result given above is a global stability property, with a rate 
that may depend on p, on the initial data uO, and on geometric properties 
of 52. 
The global nature of our method is also reflected in the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let g satisfy the assumptions above. Assume that for some 
c, m>O and all s g(s)ac.(l +P) and that f’(u)> -C’.(l + 1~1”) for all 
u E R, with p < 2m. Then there exists a constant C> 0 such that for any 
solution u of (1 ), (4) 
lim sup 
r--t= 
IIW., t)ll,PdC. (12) 
2.2. Scalar Semilinear Equations 
Define c(p) as above, with K = :A = 0. One easily checks that in this case 
c(p) = 4/p. p*, where p* is the conjugate exponent for p. We define also AP 
as above and in addition 
x, :=inf 
i 
~(p)J~IVwl~+J~(n-l)H+w~IwEW~~~(f2),~ w2=lj, 
R 
where H, = max{ H, O}. Let F(u) = sg f(r) dr be a primitive off, and let 2 
be the principal eigenvalue of -A on Q with zero Dirichlet boundary data. 
Obviously, all results for the quasilinear case above are true, with in fact 
sharper decay rates, and in addition we can show local stability results. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that f (0) = 0 and that f ‘(u) 2 o! on R. 
(a) Then for all solutions of (2), (4) 
IIVu(., t)llLP<eP’“+‘p’r IIVu,II.,. (13) 
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(b) For any /3 < x + x,] there exists u norm 11 I/,,, *, equivulent to I/ .I1 ,.P. 
such that,for any solution u 
IIW’, t)ll,.* Ge-‘i’ /lV~,lI,,.*. (14) 
Here, llWp,= is defined in the same M’ay as in Theorem 1 (c) uhove. 
Again, the results in [21] imply that near the zero solution the decay 
rate is better than stated in this result. Note, however, that 1, is always 
positive. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that f(0) = 0 and that for some K< 3112 and for 
some C, c0 > 0 and all u E R the inequalities F(u) > -K u2, f’(u) 3 c0 - C. 
IuI p hold, with p > 0 arbitrary, if n = 2, and 0 < p d 4/(n - 2), if n > 2. 
(a) If c0 + i.,, > 0, then 
llVu(., t)llLp<C~e~“‘~ llVuolI.,l for any 6 < c0 + AP, 
as soon as f IIVu,I/ i2 + in F(u,) is sufficiently small. 
(b) !f c0 > 0, then 
IIVu(., t)ll,,*bC.e ~“‘Puollp,+ for any 6 < IP, 
(15) 
(16) 
as soon as $ I~VU,II~~+~~ F(uO) is sufficiently small. Here, /I .llP.* is defined 
as above, and C is some constant depending on the quantities listed in the 
assumptions and on ilVu,Il Lo. 
The interesting feature of Theorem 4 is that IIVu,l/., is not required to 
be small, only i llVuOll ‘,z + jn F(u,), and that f is allowed to be ill behaved 
for large u-values (which are permitted in the initial data). Similar condi- 
tions have been exploited by Nakao ([ 151) for porous media type 
equations. 
The type of assumptions on f (a quadratic lower bound for the primitive 
together with a polynomial lower growth bound for the derivative) will 
guarantee global existence of solutions for (2), (4), even for large initial 
data, and the solution will be smooth for t > 0, as a simple modification of 
the arguments below shows. If f satisfies suitable global polynomial growth 
conditions, then (2), (4) can even be solved with initial data only in L’(Q), 
1 < r, and corresponding decay results will hold if u0 is only small in some 
L’(Q) (see [lS]). 
2.3. The System Case 
In the system case, one does not expect to obtain results for all LP-norms 
of the gradient of u, unless the matrix D is a multiple of the identity matrix 
(and then essentially the arguments for the semilinear case can be applied). 
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Let D = diag(d,, . . . . d,); if d, # d, for i # j, then only N-dimensional rec- 
tangles will be pointwise invariant for the diffusion system (3) (corre- 
sponding to f E 0), and the vector field f has to satisfy special conditions, 
if such rectangles are to be invariant for the full system (3) (see [S]). To 
guarantee that the Lp-norm of u itself is nonincreasing, Alikakos [ 11 had 
to put certain restrictions of the ratios of the d;. We shall impose the same 
restriction on p in order to show a differential inequality for IIVuIJLp. 
Let y = max d,/min di be the condition number of the diagonal matrix, 
andletp=2+4fi/(~-1)2,p=2-4~/(&+1)2,ify>1.Fory=l, 
we set ~7 = 00 and p = I (in this case, D is a multiple of the identity matrix). 
Note that p and d are conjugate exponents. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that f(0) = 0 and that Ci,, S,(~~,/C?U, + 8fi/&,) [, > 
cc.1512forsomeaE[WandallrEJWN,uEIWN. 
(a) IfHa on f, thenforpEQ,p) 
llw~~)ll,d~-P’ IIvu&~ (17) 
where B > cc, and liVul1, = (IQ (Ci,j I~~,/~x~I’)~” dx)‘lP. 
(b) If Q is arbitrary, then (17) holds, if llVullLp is replaced by a 
suitable equivalent norm IlVull,. = I/u(IL2 + 5. IIVuIjLPr with C> 0. 
The apparently more general case of a norm IIVull,= (IQ (Ci,jc;. 
Id~~/dx~l~)~‘~ dx)“” with ci> 0 can be reduced to the case above by con- 
sidering the equations for the new independent variables vi = &. ui with 
a suitably modified f. In particular, one really only needs a lower spectral 
bound for the symmetric part of C .Vf, where C can be any positive 
diagonal matrix. 
As in the scalar semilinear case, one can also prove local stability results, 
if f is a gradient, f(r) = V,F([), and F and Vf have suitable lower bounds. 
We do not give the details. 
2.4. Extensions 
A well-known argument (see [9]) shows that decay estimates of the 
form (6) for the LP-norm of the solution itself hold with decay rates that 
do not depend on the curvature of 852. A similar property will hold for 
asymptotic decay estimates of the gradient. Locally in time, however, one 
must expect such a dependence. Let us give a heuristic reason for this: 
Consider the linear heat equation U, - du = 0 in a plane domain R with 
a re-entrant corner, and choose smooth initial data that vanish on r and 
are strictly positive on Q. A solution can be written down in terms of the 
eigenfunctions of -A; the first eigenfunction, which will dominate the 
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expansion, has an unbounded gradient near the corner. and thus an 
estimate of the form (6) cannot hold for any decay rate 6,, if p is 
sufficiently large (depending on the corner angle). Smoothing out the 
corner will give a domain in which (6) is only true if 6, is sufficiently large 
and positive, depending on p and on the negative part of the curvature of 
652. Thus the I+“.“-norm of suitable solutions will initially grow rapidly. 
Problems (1 )-( 3) can also be posed for homogeneous Neumann bound- 
ary conditions 8,~ = 0 on r7.. In this case, most of the auxiliary results 
below are still valid, possibly with changes in some boundary integral con- 
tributions (see [7], where details are given for the case of the heat equa- 
tion, and [3,9] for some other cases). Thus also in this case, versions of 
the results above will be valid. The assumption that H 3 0 on f will have 
to be replaced by the requirement that Sz is convex, wherever appropriate. 
One can also consider problems with linear lower-order terms, replacing, 
e.g., the semilinear equation (2) by 
u,-A++b’.Vu+c.u=O, 
where b E C’(Q, KY) and c E C’(Q, iw). Tracing the proof of, e.g., Lemmata 
14, one sees that similar results can be derived. The decay rates will now 
also depend on spectral bounds for the matrix V,b and on ilVcllLX. Results 
for this class of equations will be useful when discussing problems with 
homogeneous boundary conditions of the third kind 8,~ + a. u = 0, since 
the substitution o = cp . u (for suitably chosen cp) preserves this class and 
transforms a homogeneous boundary condition of the third kind into a 
homogeneous Neumann condition, for which decay results in W’sp can be 
derived directly. Details are left to the interested reader. 
Equations or systems with additional inhomogeneous terms h(x, t) on 
the right hand side of (1 )-( 3) can also be discussed. The arguments given 
in this paper extend in a straightforward way and lead to inhomogeneous 
differential inequalities for the Lyapunov functionals chosen below, thus 
implying estimates of the form llVu( ., t)ll Lp d ee6’( llVu,Il Lp + 
JA e6’ lIVh( ., s)il Lp ds) for suitable decay rates 6. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
In this section we justify certain formal operations that will be carried 
out for the solutions of (l)-(3) in the proof of the main results. 
LEMMA 1. Let u be a classical solution of (l), (4) on a,, and let 
g E C*([w, R) andf E C’(R, R) satisfy the assumptions given in the appendix. 
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Let 415 C’(R+, R) and 24 = q. Iff(O)=O, then for any t>O 
z/Qc$(lVu(., t)l’)dx= -IQ {div(cp.Vu(., t)).div(g.Vu(., t)) 
+f’(u(., t)).cPm(‘, a’} dx, 
where the arguments of g and cp are jVu( ., t)12. 
Proof Differentiating the equation for u with respect to t, we see that 
u = U, satisfies a linear parabolic equation with homogeneous boundary 
conditions and a family of elliptic second-order operators that have Holder 
continuous coefficients for the principal part and bounded continuous 
lower-order coefficients. Also, u( ., 0) =f(u,( )) - div( g( IVu,( )I 2, . VU,) is 
still Holder continuous. The theory in [13] then implies that 
u E Lp(6, Y, W’%“(Q)) n W’,P( [S, r], Lp(Q)) for any p < co and any 6 > 0; 
in particular, Vu, is Holder continuous on any 0 x [S, r]. The formula 
now follows by differentiating under the integral sign, integrating by parts, 
using that u andf(u) vanish on rT, and inserting the equation. 
LEMMA 2. Let q, $ E C’(d, Rn). Then 
1 divcp.div$dx=j 
R n 
tr(Vcp.V$)dx+j (($.v)divcp-v.Vq.$)dx. 
I- 
Here tr is the trace operation. 
Proof: For C2(fii, BY’)-vector fields cp, tj the formula is obtained by 
integrating by parts twice. For C l-vector fields it follows by an approxima- 
tion argument. 
LEMMA 3. Let UE C*(Q, R), oanishing on r, and let g, hE C’(R+, IF!). 
Then 
I 
div(g(lVul’ ) VU) . div(h( IVul’) VU) dx 
R 
= 
s g.h I- 
-IVul’-(n-l)Hdx+jQ (g.h.IV2u12 
+ 2( g’ h + g h’) . IV2u Vu1 ’ + 4g’ . h’ . (Vu V*u Vu)‘} dx, 
where the argument of g, h, g’, and h’ is IVul’. 
Proof Apply Lemma 2 to cp = g( IVul’) .Vu, $ = h( IVul’) .Vu, and note 
that on rVu=a,,u.v and du=aZu+(n-l).H.a,u, since u,.=O. 
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LEMMA 4. Let gEC’(R+, UT?), g(0) >O, and uxsume [hat g sutkfies 
Kg(S) < sg’(s) < Ag(s) for some - $ < K < A < c/. Let 1 < p < x. Then ,fh 
any UE C2(o, R) that vunishes on r 
J div(g(lVuj2)Vu).div(lVu/” ‘Vu)dx R 
>c(p).j” IV(JIVulpP2g(IVu12))Vu12dx 
R 
+ rg(IVu12)lV~lP(n-l))Hdx, I 
where c(P) is as in Section 2.1. 
ProoJ Let h be a smooth strictly positive function on R+ such that 
h(s) = scpP 2)/2 for s 2 E, E arbitrary. We apply Lemma 3 and consider those 
x E Q where [Vul’ > E. If x E Z, one obviously obtains the boundary con- 
tribution in the above formula. If XEQ, then one obtains the quantity 
g.rP-2.D2+2 -. 
( 
P-2 
2 
g.r”- 4+gr.yP-2 
> 
.d2+2(P-2)g’.F4.z2 
=g.rPp2.(D2+(P-2+2p)rp2d2+2(P-2)p.rp4.z2) 
with p =g’ . r2/g, where the argument jVu12 has been omitted for g and g’ 
and the abbreviations D* = IV2u12, r = IVul, d2 = IV*uVu\*, and z= 
Vu V*uVu are employed, and where V2u denotes the matrix of second 
derivatives of u. Let this term be abbreviated by Z, then we can write 
with A = D2 - 2r p2d2 + r P4z2. Then A 3 0, as can be seen after a rotation 
such that Vu(x) is parallel to one of the coordinate axes. Since r--2d2 3 
rp4z2>0, we can define B=rp2d2-rp4z2>0, C=rm4z2 and obtain 
On the other hand, abbreviating g(s) = g(s) . sop 2)i2, we have 
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Using the same notation as above, we therefore have 
Zz=g.Y~~~.{A+(,(,+2,)~+l).B+~(,+2,)*C}. 
Then an estimate from below of the quotient Z/ZZ is desired under the 
assumptions that 1 < p < co, - i<Ic<pLA<co,forarbitraryA, B, C>O. 
Using the homogeneity, we can assume that A = 1. Then it suffices to 
estimate this quotient of two linear functions for B = 0 and C = 0, and one 
sees immediately that it is bounded from below by c(p). If u E C*(Q), then 
all these estimates hold independent of E; as E JO, the conclusion follows by 
Lebesgue’s theorem. 
LEMMA 5. Let D = diag(d, , . . . . dN) be a diagonal matrix with positive 
entries, and let y, p, and p be defined as in Section 2.3. Then for any 
p E (p, p) there exists a 6 5 0 such that for all u E C2(~, [WN) that vanish 
on r- 
I d,.du,.(IVUlP-2.UK,i),idx R 
>a. s dK(IVuI’P-22)‘2uK,i),j.(IVuI(P~2)’2~K,r),jdx R 
Here and below the summation convention is employed, unless otherwise 
stated: Repeated lowercase indices are summed from 1 to n, and repeated 
uppercase indices are summed from 1 to N. Also, 1Vul 2 = u~,~u~,~, and the 
subscript ,i denotes differentiation with respect to xi, as usual. 
Proof As in the Lemmata 224, we are justified in integrating twice by 
parts. The result is the expression 
I d,(RP~2uK,~),juK,~,,dx+ RP-‘.dK.ri.(n-l).Hdx R s r 
= d,.(RP~2.D~+(p-2)RP-4.~~.[j)dx 
s R 
using the abbreviations rK = [Vu,1 and R2 = rKrK, 0: = uK, j. u~,~, j, tK, = . . 
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uK ,,,, uK,, (no summation over K) and <,= Ci, ’ 1 ‘Ai= Ul..,.,Lll..i (summation 
over L and i). On the other hand, 
where t2 = C;= r (CT=, 5,,)2 = i,[,. In order to estimate this quantity by a 
multiple of the term in the volume integral above, we only have to show 
that for some constant C 
and in fact-by homogeneity-it is sufficient to show that the right hand 
side is positive for nonzero entries. We introduce the notation U, = 
(U K,r,I)K,, and w, = (ur i, . . . . u,,;), then we want to show that 
O< c tr(U:.D.(u.;~:+(p-2)~2,:w,).U,) 
I= I 
whenever some of the U, do not vanish identically. By a result in [ 163, the 
symmetrization of the matrix product D . (w;uj: + (p - 2) w:w,) will be 
positive definite as soon as the condition number of the matrix 
wiw:+(p-2)$u’, is less than ((&+1)/(&-l))‘. For p>2, this 
matrix clearly has condition number p - 1. Thus the desired estimate 
follows if 2 6 p < ~5 If 1 < p d 2, then its condition number is l/(p - 1 ), 
leading to a lower bound p > p, where p is as above. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 6. LetH,=max{O,H}andH- =H,-H.Forany~>Othere 
exists some C(E) > 0 such that for all p > 2, all g E C’( Iw, iw’) and all 
WE C’(O, R+) 
s H_ .g(w2)wPdx<& r IV Jm12 dx + .r, H, . g(w’) w* dx} 
+ C(E) . /lu~II rp ’ t 
I g( w2) w2 dx. (18) a 
ProoJ: We have compact imbeddings H’(Q) c H’!‘(Q) c L’(Q) and a 
continuous trace from H1j2(52) onto L2(f). Also, llu112, =Sa IVu12+ 
Jr H, . u2 defines an equivalent norm for v E H ‘(L?). By a well-known com- 
pactness lemma (see [ 14]), 
ll~ll2,~,,,d~‘/I~l/2*+~~~~‘Il~ll:’,n, 
for any E > 0, with a suitable C(E) 
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Applying this to u = J’=, noting that u E H r(Q), and using Holder’s 
inequality to estimate 
llull2,1= IlJsow”lltl< llwll g:. s, dw2)w2 
imply (18). 
4. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Proof of Theorem 1 (a) and (b) and of Theorem 3(a). For t > 0, we have 
-$ IIVu(., t)lILP= Iv,ll:;P.{ - jQdiv(IVUIPP2.Vu) 
-div(g(lVu(2).V~)-~Qf’(~).lV~lp} 
by the arguments in Lemmata l-3, 
lv(Jlvul”~2~~l~~12~~~~12 
- (n-1).H.lVulP.g(lVu12)-~.IIV~IIPLp s r 
< llVuil;;p. g(lVu12) lv~lp-~4w~P 
by Lemma 4 and the definition of lP. Since 1(p) > 0 in the case (a) and (b), 
(9) resp. (10) follow by dropping the term containing g and integrating the 
resulting differential inequality, if o! > 0. If CI 3 0 in case (b), the existence 
result in the appendix implies a uniform a priori bound for lVu1; therefore, 
g( (Vul*) 2 c(uO) > 0 as long as the solution exists, and we can estimate 
more precisely 
. . < p4.fllp {( -A(p).c(zQ-~) IlWl~P~~ 
which implies (10) also in this case. In the case of Theorem 3(a), c(uO) = 1, 
and estimate (13) follows. 
409.147 l-2 
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Proqf‘~f‘Throrems l(c) and 3(b). Let u be a smooth solution of (I), (4). 
and let IlVull,,,. = llullL2 +?. IIVUII~.~~, with C to be fixed later. Then the argu- 
ment used above and the fact that f’(u). u > (x. ~1’ imply that 
f IIW .> r)ll p*< -llullL?” 
1 
j g(IVul*)~~Vul*+r~~lu~l~~z 
R 1 
- c. IlVull ;.p ” 
1 j 
c(p) IV(JlW”- * ~(Iw2)v~)12 CI 
+ r(n-l).~+‘IVul’.g(IVul~) 
! 
- r(n-l).H~.IVu/P.g(IVUI*)-GL.IIVUll~p 
J’ I 
) 
and for any E > 0 this can be estimated further by 
Given E, we pick C such that C. C(c(p) . E) . Ilull Lo < E . llVullLP for all u that 
vanish on P, then we obtain the estimate 
g IIW .> t)ll &*G -(I -6) 
1 
l14Lz1. s, s(lW2) tw* 
+J,c llwlzTp~ j. s(lW2) lVulP}-a- lIVull,,*. 
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In the case of Theorem l(c), (IVu( ‘, t)llLS is bounded uniformly in t; thus 
g( IVul’) is bounded from below uniformly, and we obtain that in fact 
$ IIW~, t)ll,,*< -8. 1Ivull,,* 
for some fl> CI, which proves (10). For Theorem 3(b), g E 1, and thus b can 
be chosen arbitrarily close to cx + 1,. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We use again a suitable equivalent norm /I .I1 p, I for 
Vu and assume without loss of generality that p B 2. The arguments of the 
previous proof show that 
f IIW .t t)ll,,* 
< -; 
i 
I~uII$.S 
R 
g(lVu12) Ivul’+x,c~Ilvull2,“~~ 
R g(lW2) IW} 
for a suitably chosen C. The assumption on f’ now implies that 
f(u).u> -C.(l+lUl P + 2, for some C > 0; using the assumptions for g 
and rearranging the estimate we obtain 
... < -6. IIVullp,*+ Ilull$ -;. 
i j 
IVUI 
R 
2~+2+c.(l+~y+2)} 
+ llvullp --E.jn IVUI 
i 
~“+‘+C.~~(l+lul~).IVUl~ 
1 
with some E > 0. Holder’s inequality together with the assumption p < 2m 
now implies that both expressions {. . .} are uniformly bounded; thus for 
some constant C*, 
f IIW ., dll,,* G -6. IIwl,,. + c*, 
as long as IiVull p,. > 1. This implies the desired result. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Consider the Lyapunov functional b(u) = 
Jn F’(u) + lW2/2). Th en for any solution u of (2), (4) and any t > 0 
$#(u(., t))=~~(fw--dub4= -j lu,12<0. R 
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Since for all w E Wk2(0) IIVH~~:,~ 6 (2/r/,(;. - 2K)) . @(H,), it follows that 
lIVu( ., t)l122 d C.&u,) for all r>O. As in the proof of Theorem l(a) and 
(b), we then obtain 
~ll~~~~,i~l11’611v~ll:;~~.~-c~il// Iv(~~‘lvul”-- ‘)Vul’ 0 
- [ (n-l).H.lVul”-c,.[ IUI”.IVUJ” 
“I R 
JVu~P+C,.j’ 
R I 
Let 6 > 0, then the first three terms in the expression { ...} can be 
estimated from above by - (iP + c0 - 6). llVujl$ = E . IlVuli f,, with 
q= p .n/(n -2), if n > 2, and arbitrary q < co, if n = 2, and a suitable 
positive E, using Sobolev’s imbedding theorem and the fact that E., depends 
continuously on c(p). The last term can be estimated by 
with q as above and r =p .n/2 < 2n/(n - 2), if n > 2, and some finite r, if 
n = 2. In both cases, /IuI/ f7 d C. IlVull f2, and this term can be made as small 
as we please by choosing u0 such that &u,,) is small. Thus, for sufficiently 
small 4(ud, 
and (14) follows after integrating this differential inequality, which proves 
case (a). 
In case (b), following the arguments for Theorem 3(b), we have by a 
suitable choice of the factor C 
$ IIW., t)ll p * d -( 1 -E) { IlUll s1 . llvull;1+ rt,c IlVullLr} 
+c. llVz.ll~~P~ -6. 
i (1 
IV(Jlvul”-2) Vu12 
R 
for arbitrary E E (0, 1) and a suitable S > 0. As in the previous argument, we 
can make the second term smaller than any positive multiple of I/VUII~~, if 
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l/Vujl Lo is sufficiently small, which in turn can be achieved by making #(uO) 
small. 
The third term can be estimated similarly, since f(u). u > -C .IuI p +’ 
and thus sQf(u). u 2 -C . Ilull :A% 2 -C . l]Vull z2f2, due to the assumption 
that p + 2 d 2n/(n + 2). This proves the desired result. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The argument is-with only notational changes- 
the same as in the proof of, e.g., Theorem 3, using Lemma 5 in the main 
argument. 
APPENDIX: EXISTENCE ARGUMENTS FOR QUASILINEAR EQUATIONS 
WITH ZERO DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
We consider the problem 
u,-div(g(lV~l~)Vu)+f(u)=O in Q,, (Al ) 
uIl-T= 0, 4 .> 0) = uo, (A21 
making the following assumptions for f and g: 
f E c’w, RI; f(O)=O,f'(u)> -M for some ME [w; (A3) 
&TE c2uR R); 0 6 g(r) + (2 + e(r)) g’(r)r < 47(r) 
with E(r), A > 0; g(0) > 0. (A4) 
The goal of this section is to collect existence and uniqueness proofs for 
classical (i.e., C 2 + ‘3 ’+ ‘j2 ) solutions for all initial data USE C2’“(a) that 
satisfy the natural compatibility conditions 
uo,.=O=div(g(lVuo12)Vuo),,. (A5) 
PROPOSITION 1. There exists a unique local solution. 
Proof Replace g by gN, 
gN(r) = 
g(r), if r<N 
g(N+ 11, if r> N+ 1, 
and f by corresponding functions f". The resulting problems (Al,) then 
have unique solutions uN on 52,. If N is sufficiently large, then uN solves 
(Al) on some Q,, where s is sufliciently small (see [13]). 
PROPOSITION 2. In order to construct a global solution u, it is sufficient 
to prove a global a priori bound for llVuNil LZCRr,, independent of N. 
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Proof Such a bound will imply that the sequence of the u’ becomes 
stationary, as N -+ co. Notice that the g” and f .’ still satisfy (A3) and (A4), 
with M and E independent of N. In the sequel, we therefore drop the super- 
script N. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let u he a smooth solution of (Al ) on Q,. Define the 
linear operator L by 
and define u(x, t) = IVu12. Then there exists a continuous vector field c on Q, 
such that on Q,v,-Lv+c.Vu-2Mv<O. 
Proof: The calculations given here are closely related to arguments in 
[20, Chap. 71. With the usual summation convention we have 
vu = (2uj/$k)i and v2v = (22&u, + 2Uj,&),,, 
where uk, = (a*/&,dx,)u, etc. 
Thus 
Lv=2{g(IVui2).( u,,Uik+UikkUi)+2g’(IVU/2)‘(UkUikUi,UI+UiklUiUkUI)) 
and 
u,=2u,ui,=2(u,(g(lvu~2)uj)ii)-f’(u)v 
= 2MlW2) UiUi/ck + %‘(lW2) Qfvw~) 
+4g’(lv~12)(~i~,~i~,~,+2~,~,,~,i~i) 
+ 8g”( IVu12). u;ujru,. up/juj- 2f’(u). u 
d Lv + (2g’(lVul*)(Au Vu +Vv) + 2g”( lVuj’)(VuVv) Vu} .Vu - 2Mv, 
and c= { . ..} is still a (Holder) continuous vector field. 
Since L is strongly elliptic, it follows that V(x, t) = ePZM’u(x, t) attains its 
maximum for t = 0 or on rT (see [ 171). 
PROPOSITION 4. If the mean curvature H of r is nonnegative for all 
XET, then V(x, t)=e- 2Mr~(~, t) cannot attain a local maximum on 
Z-x (0, T-J. 
Proof: Again, we follow an argument in [20, Chap. 71. If 
(x, t) E l-x (0, T], then at this point 
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and thus 8, lVul* = 28:~. 8,~ < 0, hence also 8,fi < 0. Since V satisfies a 
parabolic inequality on 52, by the previous proposition, Hopf’s maximum 
principle excludes that 6 has a local maximum at (x, t). 
Conclusion 1. For H-convex domains Q, [Vu1 can therefore be 
estimated a priori on Q,, and by the previous remarks, a unique classical 
solution exists on R,. Note that we have even proved that IIVu( ., t)ll LX 6 
e --M’ IIV4II L” in this case, where M is as in (A3). (In fact, a slightly 
different proof of this a priori estimate is obtained by letting p go to cc in 
Theorem l(b).) 
To show existence and uniqueness in the case of an arbitrary domain Q, 
we assume in (A4) E(I) b E > 0. 
PROPOSITION 5. There exists a constant M*, depending only on the data, 
A, E, T, and Q, such that IlVull Lr(ryj < M*. 
Proof. We use a standard barrier construction. Let p > 0 be such that 
for all XET, B,(x+p .v,)nQ= {x}. Let x,,E~ be arbitrary and fixed. 
Define x1 = x0 + p . v,~. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
x, = 0. Writing r = 1x1, we further define 
Ic/(,y)=C.(l -epK.(‘pP)) for XEQ, 
where C and K are to be fixed later. Then 
v$(x,) = -CKv,,, 
where 1 is the unit matrix and (x@x)~=x~x,. 
Abbreviating p = Vu, one calculates that 
K= 
and sets 
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and we obtain with the operator L as in Proposition 3 
L~(x)=g(lVul’).C.K.~~~“” ’ .( -K+;J 
<o in Q, 
if K is sufficiently large. Next we choose C large enough such that 
$(x) b lu,,(x)l in 9; C will only depend on IIVu,Il.,. Now define 
Y’+(x, t)= ke”‘ll/(x). Then we have in Q, 
thus by the maximum principle Y d u d Y+ in Q,, and thus in particular 
IVu(x,, t)l < ecM+‘)’ . C. K for all (x,, t) E T,.. 
Conclusion 2. Since IVul can be estimated a priori on QnT for any classi- 
cal solution of (Al), (A2), existence of a unique classical solution follows. 
Also, the proof implies that the bound for IIVUII.~(~,) will not depend on 
T, if in (A3) MbO. 
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